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ABSTRACT Electrical-optical signal processing has been shown to be a promising path to overcome the
limitations of state-of-the-art all-electrical data converters. In addition to ultra-broadband signal processing,
it allows leveraging ultra-low jitter mode-locked lasers and thus increasing the aperture jitter limited effective
number of bits at high analog signal frequencies. In this paper, we review our recent progress towards
optically enabled time- and frequency-interleaved analog-to-digital converters, as well as their monolithic
integration in electronic-photonic integrated circuits. For signal frequencies up to 65 GHz, an optoelectronic
track-and-hold amplifier based on the source-emitter-follower architecture is shown as a power efficient
approach in optically enabled BiCMOS technology. At higher signal frequencies, integrated photonic filters
enable signal slicing in the frequency domain and further scaling of the conversion bandwidth, with the
reconstruction of a 140 GHz optical signal being shown. We further show how such optically enabled
data converter architectures can be applied to a nonlinear Fourier transform based integrated transceiver in
particular and discuss their applicability to broadband optical links in general.

INDEX TERMS Photonic integrated circuits, silicon photonics, analog-to-digital conversion, signal
sampling, time-interleaved ADCs, spectrally-sliced ADCs, optically enabled ADCs, optical fiber com-
munication, nonlinear distortion, nonlinear Fourier transform, solitons.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the large scale deployment of coherent optical
fiber links towards the end of the first decade of the

21st century, the availability and performance of high-speed
data converters has first become a bottleneck and later a key
performance driver for long-haul communications [1]. Since
then, the use of digital signal processing (DSP) has become

pervasive in optical transceiver technologies and has even
penetrated high-end direct detection such as 400G data cen-
ter transceivers [2] as well as direct detection 5G backhaul
interconnects [3].
In order to meet ever growing performance requirements,

a number of architectures have been explored to increase
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) bandwidth and sampling
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rates, while maintaining a sufficient effective number of
bits (ENOB) [4]. A common technique applied in high-
speed communications is time interleaving, that consists in
interleaving several ADCs, each clocked at a subdivided sam-
pling rate and with an offset clock phase, in order to digitize
a faster signal [5], [6]. Frequency interleaving is another such
technique [7], inwhich a broadband signal is sliced into several
tributaries each covering a reduced passband. These are then
down-converted and digitized with reduced sampling rates.
The resulting digital signals are finally stitched back together
to recover the broadband signal. While spectral slicing has
been used in high-end oscilloscopes [8], it appears to be less
common in more cost sensitive applications such as optical
transceivers. Nonetheless, efforts are being made to adapt it
to the requirements of optical communications, for example
by implementing backpropagation based signal equalization
that does not require interruption of service for training [9].
Light has proven to be the vehicle of choice to transport

broadband information over extended distances, and, with
data rates continuously rising, optical communications is
being applied to ever shorter distances [10], currently down
to a few meters. It has also proven to have superior proper-
ties for the processing of broadband waveforms in microwave
photonics [11]. In this context, it has shown its potential for
further extending the limits of ADC performance [12], in
particular by implementing the high-speed front-end of time-
interleaved [13] or spectrally-sliced [14] ADCs. Besides
their potential for extending the analog bandwidth of ADCs
beyond the range of pure electronics, the ultra-low jitter
associated to the pulse train of certain mode-locked lasers
(MLLs), down to the attosecond range [15], can be leveraged
to considerably increase the aperture jitter limited ENOB of
optically enabled ADCs [13].
However, while optically enabled ADCs built out of dis-

crete components have shown impressive performance, the
performance of integrated systems has so for lagged sig-
nificantly behind [13]. Constant improvement in electronic-
photonic integration is however paving the way for
integrating such systems at the chip scale. Silicon photon-
ics (SiP) in particular offer a platform for scalable integration
and, in some cases, even monolithic co-integration of
electronics and photonics [16].
In this paper, we review some of our recent work on chip-

scale integrated time-interleaved and spectrally-sliced photon-
ically enabled ADCs, with a particular focus on the integration
of optical filters with electronic receiver and sampling circuits
in electronic-photonic integrated circuits (ePICs). Work on
in-package integration of ultra-broadband modulators [17],
[18] by means of multi-chip assemblies as well as minia-
turization of low jitter comb sources is also under way, but
not covered here in details. After covering time-interleaved
and spectrally-sliced ADCs in Sections II and III, as well
as a use case of frequency stitching in broadband coherent
receivers utilizing the nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT) in
Section IV, we give an outlook on optically enabled ADCs
in optical communications in Section V.

II. TIME-INTERLEAVED ADCS
Different techniques have been proposed to implement
time-interleaved photonic samplers, most of which rely on
ultra-low-jitter MLLs as a clock reference [12]. A widely
investigated approach is to use an electro-optic modula-
tor (EOM), such as a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), to
modulate an electrical input signal onto the intensity of an
MLL pulse train [13]. Applying different delays to spectral
slices of the MLL spectrum, interleaved pulse trains with dif-
ferent center frequencies are first created. After modulation,
the pulses are separated by frequency and sent to multiple
photodetectors, subdividing the required electrical bandwidth.
Alternatively, the MLL pulse train can first be converted

into the electrical domain to supply a low jitter clock signal to
an electrical circuit [19], [20]. Both techniques allow lever-
aging the low jitter afforded by certain classes of MLLs [15],
as opposed to combs generated by electro-optic transduction
of radio-frequency (RF) pulse trains [21] that are subject to
the jitter of the electric source.
In previous work by Krueger et al., in direct analogy to

the operation implemented by the MZM in the electro-optic
domain, that is, multiplying the electrical signal with the
optical pulse trains, the electrical signal has been multiplied
with a transduced optical pulse train by means of a mixer, the
output of which was further routed to interleaved integrating
electrical ADCs [19]. Here, we use the transduced optical
pulse train as an electrical clock to control a switched-emitter-
follower (SEF) track-and-hold amplifier (THA) with a high
bandwidth exceeding 65 GHz for broadband analog-to-digital
signal conversion. The opto-electronic (OE) circuit and its
performance are described in this section. The interested
reader will find a more detailed circuit analysis in [20].

A. OE-SEF THA ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 1(a) shows a micrograph of the OE-SEF chip,
which covers an area of 0.59 mm2 and is fabricated in
the silicon photonic 250 nm SiGe BiCMOS technology
(fT = 220 GHz) of the Leibniz Institute for Innovative
Microelectronics (IHP), that allows for monolithic integra-
tion of photonic and electronic components [22]. The chip
has a symmetric layout given the differential nature of the
circuit. In this architecture, a grating coupler (GC) is used
to couple the optical pulse train generated by an MLL into
the chip, in which an electrical clock signal is generated
through an integrated waveguide photodiode (PD) followed
by a transimpedance amplifier (TIA). A simplified schematic
of the common-base (Q1) TIA, with a transimpedance of
R1 = 100 �, followed by an emitter-follower buffer (Q3)
is shown in Fig. 2. When no light arrives at the photo-
diode, the TIA is biased to guarantee a higher voltage at
node H than at node T and the SEF sampler circuit (not
shown) operates in hold mode. On the other hand, when
light is received by the photodetector, the voltage at node H
is pulled down and the SEF switches to track mode. The volt-
age at node T is controlled through external biasing leading
to a pseudodifferential clock signal.
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FIGURE 1. (a) Micrograph of the chip implementing the OE-THA. Dashed insets show the grating coupler and the transimpedance amplifier. (b) Dynamic measurement setup
for input frequencies above 50 GHz. From 0-50 GHz, the signal generator output is directly connected to the THA input.

The first TIA stage was implemented using a common
base stage to leverage its low input impedance and thus
potential for high bandwidth, its low power consumption,
and stable PD biasing, which varies very little with the
applied optical power and is controlled by the externally
applied voltage Vpd_bias. These are important characteristics
here as a sampling rate of 30 GS/s was initially targeted, with
measurement results reported in the following limited by the
repetition rate of the MLL, and the optical pulses undergo
a large dynamic range. It also proved adequate from the per-
spective of noise performance, that is less of an issue here
than in a typical communications setting. Indeed, as dis-
cussed in the following, the MLL emits pulses with a very
high peak power over 100 W, so that the excess noise of the
TIA leads to very little excess clock jitter. Instead, saturation
of PD and TIA is an aspect that needs further investigation,
as explained in the following.
A single-ended common-base TIA architecture was cho-

sen in this first iteration due to its small footprint, simplicity
and proven suitability as shown in [22]. The architecture can
actually be considered pseudo-differential, since the single-
ended output of the TIA is converted to a differential signal
by the SEF stage. The TIA’s second input, Vext_bias, is set
by an external voltage source to maintain controllability dur-
ing experiments. Its optimum value depends not only on
the average optical power, but also on the TIA bandwidth
and the time-domain pulse shape. Mismatch resulting from
fabrication tolerances can be overcome by this external con-
trollability. While a high linearity does not play a role in
this TIA aimed at trigger-signal generation, fully differential
architectures present advantages in terms of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and supply noise rejection [23], [24] and will
be considered in future chip iterations.
The circuit can in principle be operated in the −40◦C to

125◦C temperature range specified for the chosen technol-
ogy. Characterization was done at 27◦C. Simulations show
an accumulated input referred root-mean-square (rms) noise
current of 3.85 µA at 27◦C which rises almost linearly to

FIGURE 2. Simplified schematic of the common-base transimpedance amplifier
used to convert the optical pulse train into a pseudo-differential electrical clock signal.

4.3 µA at 125◦C (integrated up to 35 GHz). The simulated
gain and bandwidth drop from 42.5 dB to 42 dB and from
31.5 GHz to 28.5 GHz, respectively.
The SEF architecture has been chosen for the THA due to

its performance in terms of bandwidth and resolution, which
have been shown to be superior to other electronic sampler
architectures in bipolar technologies.

B. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
The measurements presented in the following were per-
formed in a single-ended configuration. The S-parameters
of the THA were measured with a vector network analyzer
(Anritsu VNA MS4647b), with de-embedded cables and
high frequency (HF) ground-signal-signal-ground (GSSG)
probes, revealing a track-mode small-signal 3-dB bandwidth
of 65 GHz. Hold-mode feedthrough was measured to stay
below −30 dB up to 40 GHz, rise to −21 dB at 50 GHz, and
drop again for higher frequencies. In these measurements, the
circuit was sequentially set to track- or hold-mode through
external bias, circumventing the PD and TIA subsystem.
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FIGURE 3. Normalized spectra and extracted figures of merit for electrical input
signal power Pin = −10 dBm and (a) input frequency fin = 19.27 GHz,
(b) fin = 43.27 GHz. Resolution and video bandwidth are set to 1 kHz.

To evaluate the switched, dynamic performance, the mea-
surement setup shown in Fig. 1(b) is used. The signal-generator
output is directly connected to the chip via an HF-probe for
frequencies below 50 GHz. Above, the signal is first amplified
by a microwave amplifier (HP 8349B) and then quadrupled
by a millimeter-wave source module (Agilent 83557A). The
optical sampling clock is generated by a solid-state MLL
(MENHIR-1550) with a free spectral range (FSR) of 250MHz
and a temporal full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 250 fs.
A tunable optical processor further introduces a predefined
dispersion of 6 ps/nm prior to coupling the light into the
chip through a GC, resulting in a pulse FWHM of 60 ps
after dispersion assuming the laser to emit Fourier transform
limited hyperbolic secant pulses as per its data sheet.
Transient responses are reported in [20]. Here, we show

measurements recorded by connecting the electrical output
to a spectrum analyzer set to a 1 kHz resolution band-
width (RBW). Two exemplary spectra are shown in Fig. 3.
These are further analyzed to assess multiple figures of merit,
among which the signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SINAD
or SNDR), the total harmonic distortion (THD), the spurious
free dynamic range (SFDR) and the SNR.
Fig. 4 reports the achieved SINAD and the corresponding

ENOB as a function of the input signal frequency for varying
input powers. The circuit presents an ENOB larger than
5.5 bits SINAD up to approximately 45 GHz and, depending
on the input power, over 5 bits SINAD up to 65 GHz. The
equivalent jitter ranges from 55 fs to 80 fs up to frequencies
in excess of 65 GHz. The best equivalent jitter is achieved at
41 GHz with 55.8 fs rms at −5 dBm electrical input power.

C. DISCUSSION ON PULSE-SHAPING
Since the dynamic response of the OE-THA is assessed
with a 250 MHz pulse repetition rate that is much below

FIGURE 4. ENOB (SINAD) as a function of frequency for varying electrical input
signal powers. Dashed lines show the 55 fs, 80 fs and 100 fs equivalent jitter limits.

the 130 GS/s required to directly measure a 65 GHz signal,
the resulting digitized signal is down-converted to below the
corresponding 125 MHz Nyquist frequency. Nonetheless, the
resulting signal strength enables verification of the adequate-
ness of the OE-THA for the conversion of fast signals. In
particular, the good ENOB obtained over the entire measure-
ment range up to 70 GHz shows that the OE-THA switches
from track- to hold-mode in a sufficiently short time to dig-
itize fast signals. The full potential of the OE-THA can
then be reached by increasing the MLL repetition rate, and,
if this reaches an upper limit, by interleaving several OE-
THAs with clock signals provided by interleaved pulse trains
generated from a same reference laser by differential time
delays [25]. The question then remains what pulse train
repetition rates can be supported by this OE circuit.
Dynamic measurement results vary significantly depend-

ing on the dispersion externally applied to the pulse train.
With settings ranging from 1 ps/nm to 10 ps/nm, 6 ps/nm has
been empirically determined to be the optimum. Based on
simulations, the dispersion induced by the GC and on-chip
waveguides is too small to play a role here, so that the addi-
tional dispersion induced by the optical processor does not
serve as dispersion compensation. Rather, it directly broadens
the pulse in the time domain to ∼60 ps and reduces the peak
power accordingly. Broader pulses require less bandwidth
from the detection electronics and allow the SEF sufficient
time for tracking. However, it is also possible that the cor-
responding reduction of peak power in the 100 mW range
(on chip) was instrumental in reducing two-photon absorp-
tion in silicon waveguides and preventing saturation effects
in germanium PDs or in the following circuitry. Indeed, OE
switching of the OE-THA was experimentally observed up
to an 18 GHz switching rate utilizing a continuous wave
laser modulated with a sine wave by an external MZM,
as limited by the cutoff frequency of the modulator [20].
Simulations indicate that switching should be supported up
to 30 GHz with the current circuit, so that 4 interleaved stages
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should be able to reach close to the 130 GS/s sampling rate
required to make full use of the analog bandwidth. Efforts
are also under way to increase this to a 60 GHz switching
speed to reduce the required number of interleaved stages
and to better understand the input power limitations of the
PD+TIA. Interleaving two stages switched at 60 GHz would
lead to a power efficient architecture for 120 GS/s sampling,
as the signal path already supports a 65 GHz analog band-
width and upgrading the switching speed of the clock path
would only require very little extra power. Using a larger
number of interleaved channels would otherwise waste the
available 65 GHz analog bandwidth and associated power
consumption.
Indeed, increasing the switching speed would result in

a very small power consumption increase in the signal path,
since it is designed in a “current mode logic” architecture
with a constant current that is only switched between paths
depending on the input signal and clock. Its static power
consumption is 440 mW and only marginally rises as the
sampling frequency is increased (simulations indicate less
than 1 mW as the sampling speed is increased from 1 GS/s
to 20 GS/s).
Most of the clock path is also designed as a current

mode architecture. In the common-base TIA, an increase
in photocurrent reduces Vpd_out and thus the current through
Q3, also stabilizing power consumption by offsetting the
drawn current. As the sampling rate increases from 1 GS/s
to 20 GS/s, the simulated power consumption of the clock
path only increases from 75 mW to 78 mW.
The short pulse duration afforded by optical pulse genera-

tion facilitates the increase in sampling rate targeted here and
fast rise-times increase the tolerance to noise in the clock
path, suppressing its conversion to clock jitter. However,
realizing low jitter optical pulse trains in compact devices
and integrating them with the electronics developed here
comes with challenges. One approach that is currently being
investigated is to integrate rare-earth MLLs on chip [26].
Alternatively, the parametric generation of combs with high-
quality-factor silicon nitride microrings is readily amenable
to compact integration in multi-chip assemblies [27]–[29].
Both approaches can be combined with the remaining
opto-electronics with photonic wire bonds [30].

D. OUTLOOK ON TI-ADCS AND OE-THA
The presented circuit exhibits a small-signal bandwidth in
excess of 65 GHz and an ENOB larger than 5 bits SINAD
over this entire signal range. The corresponding equivalent
jitter for frequencies above 20 GHz ranges from 55 fs to
80 fs, resulting in a record resolution, once transferred to
a complete ADC system [31].
Table 1 summarizes a comparison with the state of the

art. In [19], the same ePIC technology has been adopted
and, although the circuit was tested with higher sampling
rates, the OE-SEF-THA analyzed here provides a compara-
ble THD over a larger frequency range with a substantially
lower power consumption. In addition, the OE-THA achieves

TABLE 1. Optically enabled samplers: comparison to state of the art.

the highest bandwidth and ENOB among the surveyed inte-
grated solutions for input frequencies over 10 GHz. As by
Table 1, MZM-based discrete photonic samplers have shown
remarkable results, although their chip-scale integrated coun-
terparts have shown significantly lower performance [13].
MZM-based sampling requires DSP to compensate for
the cosine-shaped transfer characteristic of the utilized
MZM [13], in contrast to the high linearity of the SEF-
THA used here. Furthermore, achieving bandwidths above
40 GHz with all-silicon depletion type MZMs as available in
open-access ePIC technologies becomes increasingly diffi-
cult without stark degradation of other performance metrics
such as required drive voltage and insertion losses [32], mak-
ing the OE-SEF-THA with its 65 GHz bandwidth, excellent
linearity, and no additional DSP requirements competitive in
comparison [33].

III. SPECTRALLY-SLICED ADCS
Spectral slicing of the input signal is an alternative
approach to time interleaving that has been applied to high-
speed data conversion, both in all-electrical and optically
enabled ADCs. The optically enabled, spectrally-sliced ADC
presented in this section is based on the combination of
an ultra-broadband EOM [17], [18], employed to convert
the RF input signal into the optical domain, and an ePIC
implementing spectral slicing and coherent detection of the
aforementioned modulated signal. Electronic-photonic inte-
gration combines high scalability and low cost and enables
scaling of spectrally sliced data converters to achieve large
analog bandwidths with high ENOB.
Fig. 5(a) shows the architecture of the spectrally-sliced

ADC. The modulated optical signal is spectrally sliced in
the ePIC with integrated optical passband filters whose
bandwidth matches that of the co-integrated PDs and
electronic TIAs. Reduced speed electronic conversion is
enabled by down-conversion of the optical signals, obtained
through optical mixing of individual spectral slices with
MLL lines serving as local oscillators (LO) and subsequent
photodetection. MLLs generate tones on a regular spec-
tral grid determined by their FSR, that can be selected
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FIGURE 5. (a) Schematic of the optically enabled, spectrally-sliced ADC. Spectral slices of the modulated optical signal are combined with tones provided by an MLL and
down-converted to baseband. An array of balanced on-chip photodetectors converts the spectral slices into the electrical domain using heterodyne detection. Signal
reconstruction is achieved at the DSP. The green area shows the optical and electronic devices integrated in the ePIC. (b) Optimized CROW filter design. Optical coupling
sections between waveguides (blue) are spatially separated from the doped heater sections (pink) to keep the coupling strengths constant. Close proximity between two phase
tuners associated to the same resonator increases efficiency by leveraging thermal cross-talk. (c) Wire bonded ePIC.

to match the bandwidth of the slices. Moreover, some
MLLs offer ultra-low jitter levels down into the attosec-
ond range [15], allowing for increased ENOB at high signal
frequencies [34], [35]. By applying a small offset between
each LO tone and its respective slice and using heterodyne
detection, we reduce the impact of flicker noise generated by
the electronic amplifier stages at low offset frequencies. After
converting individually each slice with reduced-bandwidth
electrical ADCs featuring a high ENOB, the original RF
signal can be retrieved by stitching together the signal slices
in a downstream DSP. The low jitter of high-grade comb
sources is also essential here, as it results in narrow RF
linewidths and a high degree of correlation between the phase
noise of the individual comb lines, that greatly facilitates the
implementation of spectral stitching [34]–[36].

A. EPIC INTEGRATED DEVICES
Spectral slicing into four channels is implemented with as
many coupled (ring-)resonator optical waveguide (CROW)
filters synthetized to obtain a Chebyshev transfer function at
their drop port. A third order filter was selected as a trade-off
between complexity and filter roll-off steepness. The finite
filter steepness also results in a spectral overlap between
adjacent slices that is used by the DSP algorithm to esti-
mate phase errors between them. Active tuning and resonant
wavelength stabilization of the CROW filters is essential in
this system, due to the high temperature sensitivity of sil-
icon photonics ring resonators. The hourglass shape of the
rings has been optimized to allow for efficient thermal phase
tuning, while at the same time reducing thermal crosstalk
between adjacent rings [37]. Therefore, we divided the rings
in coupling and thermal phase tuner sections, implemented
as doped resistors directly in the waveguide. As shown in
Fig. 5(b), two thermal tuners nominally on opposite sides
of the ring are brought close to each other by shaping the
ring with an hourglass shape, to obtain the best possible

phase shifting efficiency by leveraging the thermal cross-talk
between these two phase tuners, while maintaining a suffi-
cient distance between them to prevent optical coupling. The
coupling sections are separate to keep the coupling parame-
ters constant. Moreover, sufficient separation is kept between
phase shifters of different rings to reduce cross-talk and
prevent thermal runaway during execution of the control
algorithm. The required tuning power for the implemented
CROW filters is 50 mW per FSR [37].
The same resonator shape has been adopted for the

first order optical add-drop multiplexers (OADM) that
select individual lines from the MLL, in which the cou-
pling strengths have been adjusted to obtain a good tradeoff
between insertion loss (IL) and crosstalk with adjacent comb
lines. The dropped MLL reference tone is combined with
the corresponding signal slice with 50/50 optical combiner-
splitters. Multimode interferometers (MMI) offer a robust
splitting ratio while featuring low IL.
Balanced integrated germanium waveguide PD pairs detect

each spectral slice, feeding the generated photocurrent to
a balanced TIA front-end, a variable gain amplifier (VGA)
and a 50 � output buffer. Due to its low noise characteris-
tic, the TIA is implemented in a differential common-emitter
shunt-feedback topology [38]. An additional offset compen-
sation network can correct possible imbalances at the input.
The highest transimpedance gain is 10 k�, which can be
reduced by the VGA to secure operation in the linear regime.
The receiver shows a measured 3-dB bandwidth of 33 GHz,
which also determines the maximum slice width that can
be implemented. Fig. 5(c) shows a microscope image of
the ePIC combining photonic and electronic devices wire
bonded to a custom-designed printed circuit board (PCB).

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following, the presented optical detection concept is
experimentally demonstrated by spectrally sliced reception of
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FIGURE 6. (a) Microscope image of the ePIC comprising the optical and electrical
circuitry described in Section III-A. Optical signals are routed in and out of the chip by
means of a permanently attached fiber array (FA). Electrical signals for the active
tuning of the CROW filters are provided by a custom-designed PCB connected to the
ePIC via wire bonds. (b) Spectral alignment of the CROW filters.

high-speed optical data signals using the CROW filter bank
from the ePIC [36]. While in this experiment, electro-optic
conversion was still implemented off-chip, the demonstration
may still serve to validate key aspects of the integrabil-
ity of this system architecture, as the impact of the exact
spectral shape of the filters onto the signal stitching and
reconstruction algorithm was one of the fundamental aspects
that needed to be assessed.
In our proof-of-concept experiment, optical quadrature

amplitude modulated (QAM) signals are generated by
a lithium-niobate IQ modulator driven by a benchtop arbi-
trary waveform generator and fed to the CROW-based
spectral slicer following the architecture of the optically
enabled ADC shown in Fig. 5. The LO tones are provided
by an MZM driven by a 30 GHz sinusoidal RF signal. After
the spectral slicing by the ePIC described in the previous
section and shown in Fig. 6, each slice is externally mixed
with a comb line by means of a directional combiner-splitter
followed by a balanced photoreceiver with a 3-dB band-
width of 43 GHz. The resulting photocurrents are digitized
employing four channels of a high-speed real-time oscil-
loscope. Individual slices are finally stitched back together
through a DSP algorithm, leading to the reconstruction of
the coherent optical input signal.
For this experiment, proper tuning of the CROW filters

is crucial to obtain the targeted filter shapes and spec-
tral alignment with neighboring channels. To this end, four
continuous-wave (CW) laser tones are fed through the filter
bank and used as feedback signals for a tuning algorithm
that maximizes the power transmitted through each filter [39]
based on a round-robin-scheduling operating system. Optical
taps at the CROW filter drop ports route light to on-chip
monitor photodiodes that provide a feedback signal to the
control algorithm. As shown in Fig. 6(b), filters are centered
at the desired wavelengths and aligned relative to each other,
ensuring sufficient channel spectral overlap for phase extrac-
tion and stitching, as explained in more details in [36]. An
aggregate detection bandwidth of 140 GHz is achieved.
Once the desired filter alignments are obtained, the system

is calibrated by measuring the complex-valued transfer func-
tion of each detection channel. To obtain these, a pilot
signal, as provided by an ultra-stable mode-locked laser with
a known pulse shape, is fed through the system, which

FIGURE 7. Constellation diagrams and corresponding constellation SNR resulting
from converting a 100 GBd 16QAM signal with (a) the spectrally sliced receiver
and (b) intradyne single-slice detection, for comparison.

reveals the transfer function of each channel, including
CROW filters, in-line fibers, erbium doped fiber ampli-
fier (EDFA), photodetectors and ADC transfer functions,
see [36] for details.
After system calibration, the modulated optical carrier is

fed to the system and the resulting sliced signals recorded.
Since the detection channels still contain optical fibers and
the phase offset between comb lines varies over time due
to optical pulse jitter and the associated RF linewidth [40],
the detected signals are impaired by time-variant phase vari-
ations. These phase variations can be compensated for by
exploiting redundant information contained in the spectral
overlap of neighboring slices [36]. To assess the qual-
ity of the signal detection and reconstruction, we digitize
a 100 GBd 16QAM signal and compare the resulting con-
stellation signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to that obtained through
single-slice intradyne coherent detection, see Fig. 7. We
find that the penalty introduced by our system is negli-
gible, confirming the high performance of our detection
scheme. Specifically, our approach allows to significantly
offload electronics and allows to scale the receiver band-
width by increasing the number of slices or by increasing
the slice bandwidth, that is still far from the capabilities
of state-of-the-art on-chip germanium photodetectors in SiP
ePIC technology [41].
The complete architecture shown in the green shaded

area in Fig. 5 has been integrated in a single ePIC that is
currently being characterized. As described above, integra-
tion of the comb source can be realized with a multi-chip
assembly [30]. This also holds for the integration of the
required broadband electro-optic modulators, with compact
thin-film lithium niobate modulators in particular having
shown both high cutoff frequencies in excess of 100 GHz
and low drive voltages [42].
Further scaling of the achievable overall system bandwidth

by increasing the number of slices is of course accompa-
nied by a corresponding increase in power consumption. In
order to maintain a reasonable chip complexity and power
consumption, the optical signal can be split after modulation
and distributed to several ePICs with filter banks tuned to
different spectral regions, even though this parallel architec-
ture would lead to a reduction in optical power budget not
seen when more filters are cascaded in the same chip. Shot
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noise and thermal noise, as well as amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) when optical reamplification is used, then
reduce the ADC performance beyond the fundamental lim-
its given by the MLL phase noise and pulse jitter [34], [35]
and limit the scalability of the architecture when a minimum
ENOB is targeted.
A substantial portion of the overall power consumption is

associated to tuning the CROW filters. An average 100 mW
per slice is required with the implemented thermal phase
shifters to tune a 3rd order CROW filter and a single ring
OADM, which is a significant overhead added to the 360 mW
(4V × 90 mA) power consumption of the TIA+VGA slice
in the RF electronics. The power required to tune the fil-
ters by an FSR is also relatively insensitive on the filter
bandwidth and FSR [37], [43], thus forming a nearly fixed
power overhead per slice. It is thus advantageous to choose
relatively wide slices, with bandwidths limited by the chosen
electronics technology.

IV. INTEGRATED NONLINEAR FOURIER TRANSFORM
TRANSCEIVER
Ultra-wideband optically enabled ADCs have a vast range
of applications, among these long-haul fiber-optic commu-
nications. Since the advent of coherent communications, the
analog bandwidth, sampling rate, ENOB and dynamic range
of high-speed ADCs have increasingly become drivers of
the overall performance of fiber-optic links. In addition to
demodulation of the complex-valued optical symbols, knowl-
edge at the receiver of the coherent optical fields has enabled
powerful link impairment mitigation techniques, covering
both (linear) dispersion compensation as well as the com-
pensation of nonlinear signal distortion. The feasibility and
performance of these techniques, however, depends critically
on the precision with which the optical field is digitized
and thus on the performance metrics of the utilized ADCs.
Consequently, optical fiber communication has been a main
driver motivating advanced ADC architectures, including
optically enabled ADCs. In the following, we will focus
on overcoming fiber nonlinearities with help of the NFT
and discuss the use of spectrally-sliced, optically enabled
ADCs in this context.
Long-haul telecom network capacity is currently lim-

ited by the maximum power that can be injected into
optical fibers without incurring nonlinear distortions such
as self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modula-
tion (XPM) or four-wave mixing (FWM) due to the
Kerr-effect [44]. Multiple techniques have been investigated
to reduce the impact of these nonlinear effects, leverag-
ing sophisticated equalization techniques such as digital
back-propagation [45], nonlinear equalizers [46] and more
recently neural networks [47]. The NFT constitutes a fur-
ther, very powerful tool to address the Kerr effect. The
NFT transforms a signal q(t) into the so-called nonlin-
ear Fourier domain, in which the normalized nonlinear
Schrödinger equation reduces to a linear wave propagation
problem [48]–[50]. Using the NFT, the nonlinear Kerr effect

combined with dispersion can thus simply be regarded as
a linear change of the phase in the nonlinear spectrum, that
can be easily adjusted using standard techniques [51].
Contrary to the linear Fourier transform, that only yields

a continuous spectrum, the NFT spectrum is composed
of both a continuous and a discrete spectrum. The NFT
frequencies (λc ∈ R, eigenvalues of the Zahkarov-Shabat
scattering problem) can also be complex valued, discrete
points in the complex plane (λd ∈ C

+, d ∈ N). Here, λc con-
stitutes the continuous spectrum and represents the dispersive
part of the signal. It is analogous to the ordinary frequency
spectrum as obtained from the Fourier transform and coin-
cides with the latter in the limit of low power. λd describes
the discrete spectrum and corresponds to solitons in the time-
domain. To transmit data, the scattering coefficient b(λ),
associated to each of the eigenvalues [48], [50], can be mod-
ulated. The inverse NFT (INFT) can then be used to create
the corresponding time-domain signal. The evolution of b(λ)
through a fiber-based optical channel governed by the nonlin-
ear Schrödinger equation can then be described by a simple,
linear exponential function b(λ, z) = b(λ, 0)e−2iλ2z, where z
is the normalized distance (following the system of normal-
ized units used in [50]). By using the NFT, higher signal
powers can be used, leading to a shift of the capacity limit
induced by fiber nonlinearities – the so-called nonlinear
Shannon limit [44].
A major challenge of using the NFT consists in the

demanding requirements for the high-speed DAC and ADC.
INFT generated waveforms can have high dynamic ranges
and electrical bandwidth requirements, especially if multiple
discrete eigenvalues are being multiplexed into a higher
order soliton. To overcome this limitation at the transmit-
ter (Tx), we have implemented an SiP photonic integrated
circuit (PIC) merging several fundamental solitons, each
corresponding to a single discrete eigenvalue, in the opti-
cal domain. This way, higher-order solitons consisting of
multiple eigenvalues can be created with lower requirements
on the electrical hardware, thus offering a more scalable
solution [52]–[54]. Similar challenges remain, however, to
be addressed at the receiver (Rx). As numerically analyzed
in the following, the spectral stitching technique developed
for the optically enabled, spectrally sliced ADC described
in Section III can be applied here to slice the optical spec-
trum and reduce the bandwidth requirements on the electrical
ADCs and other components used in the Rx.
A block diagram of the full transmission system used to

characterize the integrated Tx, together with photographs
of the developed components, i.e., the PIC mounted on an
RF PCB and controlled by a low-speed control board, are
shown in Fig. 8. A bank of lasers is employed to provide
the carriers needed to up-convert the electrical signals in
the system PIC. On the electrical side, blocks of first-order
solitons are modulated with the QPSK format and routed to
the PIC through a custom-made multi-layer RF PCB. The
system PIC contains IQ-MZMs to transduce them to the
optical domain, as well as a reconfigurable optical network
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FIGURE 8. Block diagram of the investigated link, including insets with photographs of the fabricated control PCB, RF PCB and system PIC with a fiber array permanently
attached for optical inputs and outputs.

merging up to four first-order solitons with different time
and frequency spacings by means of programmable delay
loops and multiple center-frequency-tunable CROW filters.
The output signal of the PIC is amplified with an EDFA
and fed into a fiber loop consisting of four spans of 50 km
True-Wave non-zero-dispersion-shifted fiber (NZDSF) and
four EDFAs. Finally, the signal is detected by a coherent
receiver, digitized, equalized [55] and the information recov-
ered to calculate the bit error ratio (BER). More details
on the system architecture, including the PIC’s block dia-
gram, device characteristics and link budget can be found
in [52]–[54], [56].
The presented system has been employed to perform

experiments with 2 and 4 fundamental solitons merged at
the Tx, each forming a subchannel. In these two scenar-
ios, the center frequencies of the fundamental solitons were
spaced by 30 GHz and 15 GHz and the time delays between
interleaved fundamental solitons were 500 ps and 250 ps,
respectively. In both cases, an entire symbol of 2 or 4 solitons
fills a 1 ns launch window. The 2 and 4 subchannel experi-
ments feature almost equal performance [54], indicating that
further packing of soliton pulses in the time and frequency
domains may be possible. The 4 subchannel configuration
results in 8 Gbps in a 60 GHz channel. By increasing the
soliton packing and exploiting both polarizations, we expect
to reach a spectral efficiency of 0.5 b/s/Hz for links spanning
several thousand kilometers. While this is still far below the
spectral efficiency of state-of-the-art coherent transmission
systems, the soliton transmission shown here can be com-
bined with the continuous spectrum, to which the full set of
techniques of coherent communications can be applied, so
that the spectral efficiency described here may be considered
as an addition to what is otherwise achievable.
Combination of the discrete and continuous spectra, with

the latter spanning the full extent of the utilized channel
width, will however require the NFT to be applied to the full
channel at the Rx. This comes with its own set of challenges,
as it also requires coherent digitization of the entire channel
spectrum. To exemplify this problem, we compare in the
following the two-subchannel link performance with two

FIGURE 9. BER measurement as a function of distance with and without
equalization for 2-channel transmission when (a) receiving channels individually
and (b) receiving both channels together.

Rx architectures, one consisting in isolated detection of one
soliton subchannel at a time, the other in the joint detection
of all subchannels, which is the required method once the
continuous spectrum with corresponding signals straddling
all subchannels is also used.
Fig. 9(a) shows the obtained BER as a function of

transmission distance when a single soliton subchannel is
spectrally selected by a bandpass filter, coherently detected
and independently analyzed, including single subchannel
equalization techniques. The system reaches transmission
distances beyond 5400 km with a BER below the assumed
14.5% overhead soft decision (SD) forward error correc-
tion (FEC) limit of 1.25x10−2, once equalization employing
a minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithm has been
applied.
In order to enable joint reception of the discrete and

continuous spectra, receiving all soliton subchannels simul-
taneously by using a wideband coherent receiver represents
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the most straightforward solution. To assess the feasibil-
ity of this reception scheme, an experiment in which the
two subchannels are received at the same time has been
performed. As apparent in Fig. 9(b), the achievable trans-
mission distance is reduced, prior to applying equalization,
from 4400 km down to 2600 km. This originates from the
broader receiver filter feeding through a larger amount of
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. Moreover, the
increased dynamic range of the two combined fundamental
soliton signals forces the power at the input of the Rx to
be reduced, due to the damage threshold of the photodi-
odes and the finite linear range of the receiver. This is in
particular true for transmission lengths resulting in soliton
pulses overlapping in the time domain at the Rx, i.e., soli-
ton collisions [57], [58]. The end result is a lower SNR after
the TIA stage. As a benefit of this configuration, it becomes
however also possible to apply equalization algorithms to
several soliton subchannels jointly [“Multi” in Fig. 9(b)],
resulting in more effective equalization.
To enable concomitant analysis of extended channel spec-

tra, as required for exploitation of the continuous spectrum
and to apply multi-soliton equalization techniques, while
maintaining a high ADC resolution over reasonable analog
bandwidths, an integrated Rx can be designed to implement
spectral slicing and stitching, following a similar architec-
ture to the block diagram of the optically enabled ADC
shown in Fig. 5. Each spectral slice is then adapted to
contain only one (or a finite number of) first-order soli-
tons, and a portion of the continuous spectrum in case of
simultaneous operation. After stitching back the slices in the
digital domain [34]–[36], the full spectrum can be analyzed
by the NFT.
Provided that only one first-order soliton is detected and

digitized by each photoreceiver, the dynamic range and
power of the optical signal for each slice remain the same as
for single subchannel detection, irrespectively on the relative
timing of the soliton pulses at the Rx. Beyond the obvious
reduction in required sampling rate and analog bandwidth
per ADC, frequency slicing can thus also improve the over-
all ENOB of the Rx. A few simple considerations can serve
to illustrate this point. Indeed, in case of soliton collision,
the full ADC range can be reduced by almost a factor four
after slicing as many subchannels, corresponding in a 16x
reduction of the quantization noise variance and resulting
in an effective improvement of 2 bits. However, since the
quantization noise of the four slices is added back together,
the overall quantization noise variance only drops by 4x
after stitching, resulting in a net improvement of ∼1 bit.
The scaling is even more favorable in case of thermal noise
limited reception. In that case the total noise after stitching
corresponds to that of the wideband Rx, so that close to the
full 2 bit improvement can be obtained.
For demerged soliton pulses, on the other hand, the

stitched reception does not improve the ADC resolution, as
the ADC range can already be reduced for the wideband Rx
as a consequence of the pulses being separate in time. In this

FIGURE 10. Simulated quantization noise and EVM as a function of (a),(c) sampling
rate at a fixed 5.5 ENOB and (b),(d) ENOB at a fixed sampling rate (80 GS/s for
wideband Rx, 20 GS/s for stitched Rx). No noise terms or equalization have been
included.

scenario, the overall ENOB of the stitched receiver is actually
worse by about one bit, as a consequence of the quantiza-
tion noise variances of the four slices adding up. Still, the
performance in terms of overall ENOB/quantization noise of
the stitched receiver does not depend on whether the soliton
pulses are collided or demerged, so that the performance of
the stitched Rx in terms of quantization noise stays above
the worst-case performance of the wideband Rx obtained
with collided pulses. Moreover, slicing of the signal and
the ensuing reduction of the required ADC bandwidth per
slice make it easier to meet a given ENOB for the electrical
ADCs, as they become less prone to aperture jitter and tech-
niques such as oversampling followed by decimation can be
used to reduce quantization noise.
However, while quantization noise extracted from numer-

ical models is consistent with these simple considerations,
the assessment of the signal quality becomes more subtle
once the action of the NFT is considered.
Fig. 10 compares the simulated quantization noise and

error vector magnitude (EVM) for the stitched and wide-
band Rx as a function of the all-electrical ADC ENOB and
sampling rate for the 4 subchannel configuration (15 GHz
frequency and 250 ps time spacing) assuming fixed ADC
analog bandwidths of 7.5 GHz and 30 GHz, respectively
(both the stitched Rx slices and the wideband Rx are modeled
as using intradyne reception). No physical noise is consid-
ered in the model in order to focus on the limitations of
the ADC. Multi-soliton pulses are thus obtained by apply-
ing directly the INFT to their nonlinear spectra. The length
of the link is chosen such that either full soliton collision
occurs, i.e., the four pulses are assumed to overlap in time,
or the four solitons are fully demerged, i.e., spaced again
by 250 ps but with a reverse order than in the original
1 ns launch window. The wideband Rx receives the entire
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60 GHz channel bandwidth, while the stitched Rx consists
of four 15 GHz slices each centered on a fundamental soli-
ton. In panels (a) and (c), the sampling rate is varied while
maintaining the electrical ADC ENOB at 5.5. In panels (b)
and (d), the ENOB of the ADCs is varied while keeping
the sampling rate constant (80 GS/s for the wideband Rx,
20 GS/s for each of the slices of the stitched Rx).
Results in regard to quantization noise are as expected,

with the stitched Rx performing equally irrespectively of
the pulse timing (for ENOBs below 6) and better (worse)
than the wideband Rx in case of soliton collision (demerged
pulses). It can also be observed that the quantization noise
levels run into a noise floor at high ENOBs caused by the
finite, 60 GHz aggregate bandwidth of both receivers, as
the reconstructed signal is compared to the unfiltered one.
This noise floor is higher in case of soliton collision, as
a consequence of XPM leading to the center frequency of the
pulses shifting outwards in the linear domain (1.5 GHz for
the outer pulses), thus worsening the spectral truncation. The
offset between the curves is below 1 bit due to the analyzed
signals being padded by long strings of zeros, whose constant
quantization error does not follow the expected probability
distribution and skews the extracted average quantization
noise. The trends are however as expected.
Given the 30 GHz bandwidth of the received I and Q

signals, the wideband Rx requires a sampling rate of 60 GS/s
in order to not feature sampling rate related EVM penalties.
Below, the EVM rapidly degrades and a sampling rate of
40 GS/s is for example clearly not adequate. The stitched
Rx appears more robust in that regard, since the required
sampling rate is not only reduced by a factor four, at 10 GS/s
the EVM is still good and only slightly above the achievable
floor limited by other factors. Since this would correspond
to 40 GS/s for the wideband Rx, this points towards the
reception of single soliton pulses being more robust in terms
of the aggregate sampling rate and is attributed to aliasing
not leading to spectral reshuffling between subchannels in
the stitched Rx.
The EVM dependency on ENOB, however, deviates from

expectations. As expected from the previous considerations,
the stitched Rx requires one bit less in the soliton colli-
sion case and, in the high ENOB regime, one more bit in
the demerged case. However, the performance of the wide-
band Rx is not better in the demerged case as might have
been expected from the reduced dynamic range. Rather,
the performance of the wideband Rx is almost the same
in both scenarios. As a consequence, the stitched Rx in
the demerged scenario now constitutes the overall worst
case. This is a consequence of the algorithms applied to
perform the NFT based on the forward-backward method
performing worse on demerged pulses (for both receivers),
an issue that remains under investigation. However, as the
number and bandwidth of subchannels increases, frequency
stitching becomes a necessity in order to overcome the
analog bandwidth and sampling rate limitations of state-of-
the-art receivers, as the nonlinear impairment compensation

techniques used here require coherent information over the
entire channel.

V. AN OUTLOOK ON OPTICALLY ENABLED ADCS IN
HIGH-SPEED OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
After reviewing recent progress in time-interleaved and
spectrally-sliced optically enabled ADCs, the question comes
to mind which solution is more appropriate for future optical
communication systems.
In many ways, the spectrally sliced ADC described in

Section III and applied to an NFT transceiver in Section IV
appears a natural choice, as it piggybacks on existing wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) infrastructure, in which
phase coherence between MLL comb lines can be leveraged
at the Rx to facilitate and enhance signal processing [59].
The Rx part of Fig. 5 (green shaded region) can be simply
interpreted as a coherent receiver array in WDM configura-
tion, with the additional refinement that channels spectrally
overlap with each other and are later stitched together to
obtain broadband coherent information. It is also scalable to
high bandwidths by increasing the number of slices/WDM
(sub-)channels and particularly useful in cases in which sub-
sequent data processing leverages the availability of a broad
spectrum for nonlinear impairment compensation, as in the
NFT transceiver in Section IV.
We have, however, also shown that such systems inherit

the jitter of both the MLL and of the electronic clock used to
trigger the electrical ADCs in individual slices [34], [35]. It
is only in the limit in which the spectrum is subdivided into
a large number of very small slices that the overall system
jitter reaches the lower limit given by the lower MLL jitter, in
case of suitable ultra-low-jitter light sources [15]. However,
stitching several WDM channels together after estimating
phase errors by means of the overlapping spectral regions is
already a hard enough problem. Further reducing the slice
widths well below the capabilities of state-of-the-art coher-
ent receivers and electrical data converters does thus not
seem the best path forward. The overall aperture jitter lim-
ited ADC SNR will thus remain limited by 1/(�ωτe)

2 with
�ω half the slice width (the full slice width) in case of intra-
dyne (heterodyne) reception and τe the jitter of the electrical
clock [34], [35]. It then appears attractive to replace the
electrical ADCs used in each slice by lower jitter equiv-
alents. These can be provided by the optically triggered
OE-THAs described in Section II, in particular since the
required low jitter pulse train can also be provided by the
MLL sourcing the reference tones for the spectral slicing.
This is conceptually represented in Fig. 11.
One difficulty comes from the requirement for overlap-

ping spectra for phase error estimation. Indeed, the FSR
of the MLL, corresponding to the frequency offset between
adjacent slices, then corresponds to a sampling rate that is
insufficient to digitize a whole slice, even when detected
in intradyne configuration. A solution may then consist
in effectively increasing the repetition rate of the pulse
train used to clock the OE-THAs with the method already
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FIGURE 11. Schematic of a coherent receiver combining spectral stitching with OE-THAs and a shared MLL to obtain low-jitter and broadband reception. Four slices are
exemplarily shown with spectra color-coded in red, green, blue and purple. Intradyne reception reduces the required sampling rate in each of the slices, facilitating the use of
a shared MLL for both reference tone (LO) and optical clock generation. Two OE-THAs are time-interleaved in each slice and I/Q channel, in order to increase the sampling rate
and effectively upconvert the optical clock.

utilized in [13] or by leveraging the time-domain Talbot
effect [60].
Fig. 11 shows an alternative in which two OE-THAs are

time interleaved and respectively supplied with optical pulse
trains delayed by half an MLL repetition time relative to each
other, so as to effectively double the optical clock relative to
the comb FSR. The resulting Nyquist frequency of one FSR
is then sufficient to allow ample spectral overlap between
the slices and spectral stitching, if these are detected by
means of intradyne detection (halving the required electrical
spectra). Since the current OE-THAs need to be interleaved
in any case in order to exploit their whole analog bandwidth,
as described in Section II, this appears a natural solution.

VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown two integrated, optically enabled
ADC architectures based on time-interleaved, optically trig-
gered track-and-hold amplifiers, as well as spectral slicing
of an optical signal, with respective frequency conversion
shown up to 65 GHz and 140 GHz, respectively. The spec-
tral slicing method in particular is readily adaptable to higher
frequencies by increasing the number of slices or their band-
width. Even then, low jitter ADCs remain essential for use
in each of the slices, as their jitter translates to the overall
system jitter. Since the spectrally-sliced and time-interleaved
architectures shown here can share a common mode-locked
laser, they may be ideally suited to be operated together
in order to reach the upper effective number of bits limit
as afforded by ultra-low-jitter pulsed laser sources. The low
power consumption of the presented OE-THA circuit plays
an important role in enabling scalability.
The mitigation of nonlinear impairments in general, and

the use of the nonlinear Fourier transform in particular, pro-
vide examples in which the use of such ultra-broadband
data converters is a key enabler, since the incoming opti-
cal spectrum can no longer be considered a juxtaposition

of otherwise non-interacting optical channels. These rather
need to be coherently analyzed together.
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